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     Narrative readiNg rubric

Name:  Date:

3 poiNts 2 poiNts 1 poiNt 0 poiNts score

Retells descriptive details  Retells main details of setting  Retells some details of only  Cannot recall details of 
of setting and all characters. and only two main characters. main character. setting or characters.

Readily makes inferences  With prompting, can make Can make very few inferences Cannot make inferences 
about characters’ actions,  inferences about characters’  about characters’ actions,  about characters’ actions,  
reactions, and motives. actions, reactions, and motives. reactions, and motives. reactions, and motives.

Vividly visualizes how  Visualizes how setting  Visualizes how setting  Cannot visualize  
setting looks, smells, and  looks and smells. looks. setting. 
feels. 

Readily predicts plot and  Predicts plot and affirms  Predicts plot, but cannot  Cannot make  
then affirms or changes  prediction as he/she reads. affirm or change predictions predictions about plot. 
prediction as he/she reads.  as he/she reads.

Retells sequence in exact  Retells sequence of plot with Retells sequence of plot with Retells plot, but not  
order of plot. only one event out of order. only two events out of order. in sequence.

Self-monitors and slows  Self-monitors by slowing  Self-monitors by slowing  Does not self-monitor. 
down and rereads sentence down and only rereads  down. 
or passage as necessary. sentence.

Becomes engrossed with  Becomes somewhat engrossed  Becomes a little engrossed  Shows no emotion  
the story through laughter,  with the story through  with the story. while reading the  
tears, or facial expressions. laughter or tears.  story. 

Uses at least three different  Uses at least two different  Uses only one strategy  Uses no strategies to  
strategies to decode  strategies to decode unfamiliar  to decode unfamiliar words. decode unfamiliar  
unfamiliar words. words.  words.

Understands new vocab- Understands new vocabulary Understands new vocabulary Does not use context  
ulary through context through context clues or  through picture clues. clues, picture clues, or  
clues, picture clues, or picture clues.  dictionary to under 
use of dictionary.   stand new vocabulary.

Integrates relevant text  Integrates some background Integrates little background Cannot integrate back- 
information with back- knowledge with text infor- knowledge with text infor- ground knowledge  
ground knowledge to  mation to comprehend story. mation to comprehend story. with text information. 
comprehend story.  

Understands idioms, meta- Understands idioms, meta- Understands metaphors and  Does not understand  
phors, and figurative lang- phors, and figurative language. some figurative language. figurative language. 
uage and understands how    
author uses them for effect. 

Develops valid interpre- Somewhat develops valid  Develops a weak interpre- Does not develop an  
tation of the theme that  interpretation of the theme tation of the theme. interpretation of the  
elucidates the author’s  that elucidates the author’s  theme. 
purpose. purpose. 

Remembers content from  Goes back to previous reading  Recalls vaguely content Cannot recall content  
previous reading sessions  when reading longer texts from previous readings. from previous readings. 
when reading longer texts  such as chapter books. 
such as chapter books. 

Readily draws conclusions Draws conclusion about  With prompting from teacher,  Cannot draw conclu- 
about mood, style, and  mood and theme that can draw conclusion about sion about mood,  
theme that demonstrates demonstrates author’s intent. mood and theme that  theme, or style. 
author’s intent.  demonstrates author’s intent.

Total ___ /42 
(Acceptable score is 34 or 80%) 
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